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“Clang, clang, clang!” 

Kassidy’s blade hit Rivka’s sword shadow, splashing sparks. 

In the attack and defense, neither side could do anything to the other. 

However, Kassidy did not give up. Her body and the two swords were still spinning 
wildly, and they were spinning faster and faster, like a spinning top. 

“Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh…” 

As Kassidy spun, dense blade lights kept whistling out, like a mountain torrent, 
sweeping towards Rivka. 

Rivka remained calm and focused on defense. She was constantly waving her long 
sword and creating a shield-like phantom out of thin air in front of her. 

The sharp blade lights hit the shield, splashing only a few sparks and causing no 
significant damage. 

Rivka was not arrogant or impatient, and she protected herself tightly, despite the fact 
that it was a passive defense. 

She knew very well that although Kassidy’s offensive was very powerful, it was also 
very consuming. 

If it went on, she wouldn’t have to exert any effort, and the opponent would become 
fatigued. 

“Phoenix Dances for the Ninth Heaven!” 

Seeing that the attack could not break the situation, Kassidy suddenly flew into the air 
and used the strongest killing move of the Phoenix Dance Sword Technique, Phoenix 
Dances for the Ninth Heaven. 

Kassidy crossed her two swords in front of her chest, allowing the true energy in her 
body to surge wildly into the blades. 

“Buzz~!” 



With a roar, Kassidy’s two swords began to vibrate wildly, and a dazzling red light burst 
out, instantly spreading to a ten-meter support, wrapping her entire body. 

The red light quickly took shape, and in a breath, it turned into a clear-cut and powerful 
divine bird. 

“Break!” 

Kassidy shouted, and the two swords crossing her chest swung forward fiercely. 

Suddenly, the phantom of the divine bird, attached to her body, spread its wings more 
than ten meters long and crashed into Rivka in front of her at an extremely fast speed. 

The divine bird was huge, covering the sky and the sun, and Rivka was as small as an 
ant in front of it. It appeared that even a slight hit could wipe her out completely. 

“What a terrifying sword technique! What a terrifying power!” 

“Oh my god! Is this the strength of the daughter of the Guildmaster of the Celestial 
Alliance? It’s really extraordinary!” 

“This attack is infinitely close to that of a master-level warrior. The problem is that the 
opponent is less than 20 years old.” 

“Oh no! That beautiful woman from the Sword Union is going to lose!” 

“…” 

The whole audience was in an uproar. No one expected that Kassidy, who was so 
young, could have such strong strength. 

No one below the master level would be able to resist once she released her killer 
move! 

 


